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INTRODUCTION 

 
With many products and processes outsourced, firms are increasingly held accountable not only for their 
own actions but also the environmental practices of their suppliers [1]. In fact, the environmental 
performance of a firm’s supply chain consists of the environmental performance of its material, 
logistics, and service suppliers [9; 10].  As more regulations are being introduced, more organizations 
are devising ways to track and report environmental performance.  The challenge is in developing 
effective environmental measures to assess performance both internally and across a global network of 
goods and services suppliers.  Measures of environmental performance are currently ambiguous or non-
existent.  There is no standard approach for determining whether environmental goals are being 
achieved. 
 
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a non-profit organization that works toward a sustainable 
global economy by providing sustainability reporting guidelines [6].  The GRI developed a 
comprehensive sustainability reporting framework that is widely used around the world. Data from the 
GRI has been used by multiple researchers to understand global and industry trends in sustainability 
reporting and implementation [5]. The framework enables organizations to measure and report their 
economic, environmental, social and governance performance.  GRI data is now linked to the 
Bloomberg Professional financial news and information service. Its Professional service is an integrated 
platform that incorporates a host of financial and other performance data related to companies around 
the world [2].  Even though this data is available, its use in assessing actual environmental performance 
of an organization has been limited and these measures have not been applied to a supply chain or 
network to assess performance. 
 
Understanding the importance of these measures and being able to translate them to a meaningful format 
is important.  According to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) 10% of the world’s largest companies 
produce 73% of greenhouse gases [4].  This exploratory research will begin to decipher the GRI data 
and apply it to a business-to-business setting, examining carbon disclosure and related measures by key 
players in a particular network in a high carbon producing sector. 
 
Networks represent inter-organizational relationships or “ties” between organizations.  The idea is that 
network structure constrains and at the same time is shaped by a firms’ actions [7; 3].  The network 
effect indicates that the behaviors of one party in the network, often a central party, influence the 
behavior of others in the network.  Current network research on adoption of environmental practices 
indicates that relational and structural embeddedness influences the actions and reactions of the 
members [11].  Structural embeddedness refers to the impersonal aspects of network structure whereas 
relational embeddedness looks at the interpersonal aspects and how information and resources are 
shared.   Both embeddedness types have different effects on networks and are therefore relevant to 
discussions related to carbon and environmental performance [8].  
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The overarching purpose of this research is to understand the network implications of environmental 
performance of organizations.  Specifically, does the environmental disclosure of a central player in a 
network have an affect on other organizations in the network?   Will the performance of one 
organization related to carbon disclosure impact the performance of its network ties? The researchers 
will use the Bloomberg Professional data base to look upstream and downstream in the channel and 
analyze the key players’ carbon and other environmental disclosure. The Bloomberg Professional data 
base has a supply chain feature that specifically highlights key upstream and downstream trading 
partners of companies, as well as their relative financial dependencies which may be viewed as a proxy 
of influence.  
 
The analysis will provide insight into the relationship between environmental reporting and disclosure 
among industries within a network and will help to get a sense of the voluntary reporting of supply chain 
environmental impacts.  Using the Bloomberg data will also shed some light on the various aspects of 
financial performance of network members and a general relationship between financial performance 
and environmental disclosure.  The data could potentially show whether the activities and environmental 
performance of the central network player influences the behaviors of others in the network.  
 
This research will have both practical and theoretical implications.  From a theoretical standpoint, this 
research will contribute to further development and understanding of the application of network theory 
in the supply chain.  From a research perspective, this paper will also raise the level of awareness of the 
data available in this rich Bloomberg Professional database as a source of information for future 
research. From a practical standpoint, managers will better understand how they can influence, or be 
influenced by, the behavior of other network members.  These managers may also be able to use GRI 
reporting data of other organizations or industries to better understand how improve their own 
environmental performance and reporting.   
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